Subject:

Tower Hill Experimental Traffic Management
Scheme

Director/Head of Service:

KCC Head of Transport and Development

Decision Issues:

These matters are within the authority of the Kent
County Council to agree works on the highway.

Decision:

Non - key

CCC Ward/KCC Division:

Tankerton / Whitstable

Summary:

The report discusses features of the current
experimental traffic scheme which are considered
essential if the scheme is made permanent.

To Recommend:

1. That when the decision is taken whether the
experimental
scheme should
be
made
permanent, the need for a permanent kerb buildout in Marine Parade on the western side of the
junction with St Anne’s Road is considered as
part of that decision.
2. That the potential closure of the left slip road
from Tower Parade to Tower Hill is not pursued.

Classification:

THIS REPORT IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Introduction
3. At the meeting of the Board on 6 July 2010 a report was presented detailing the
representations that had been received to the experimental traffic scheme in Tower Hill.
Members deferred a decision on whether the Traffic Regulation Order should be made
permanent and requested that the proposed permanent scheme should be re-examined
to determine which features should be retained and whether the scheme could be further
modified.
4. The current scheme features Tower Hill one way northbound from the junction with the
left slip road of Tower Hill, Marine Parade one way eastbound from its junction with
Tower Hill to its junction with St Anne’s Road, and a 7.5T weight limit on these roads as
well as Park Avenue and Cliff Road. These details are shown on the sketch drawing in
Appendix 1.
5. The original permanent scheme also included five raised crossing places to act as
slowing features and a contra – flow cycle lane. In addition to this a kerb build out is

required in Marine Parade west of the junction with St Anne’s Road to reinforce the start
of the no entry length of road.
Permanent Scheme
6. Ideally the permanent scheme would incorporate all of the features of the original
approved scheme. However, it would be possible to omit the raised slowing features and
cycle lane. If a contra flow cycle lane were to be required in the future as part of a longer
cycle route, this could be added by amending the traffic order. Raised slowing features
were proposed at the pedestrian crossing places to the Tea Garden and to the picnic
area as well as at the junctions with Tower Parade and Park Avenue. It would be possible
to omit these features and pedestrians could continue to cross the road to the sea front
without specific pedestrian crossing places.
7. Marine Parade is one way eastbound from its junction with Tower Hill to its junction with
St Anne’s Road and at the point where the No Entry signs are sited a physical kerb buildout is required. This will allow the nearside No Entry sign to be mounted on the build-out
to improve the conspicuity of the sign and aid compliance. This feature will need to be
designed to allow for surface water drainage along Marine Parade.
8. The suggestion has been considered that the left slip from Tower Parade to Tower Hill
should be closed. This would then require all traffic to turn into Tower Hill from its eastern
junction with Tankerton Road. Considerable amendments to this junction would be
required to provide a suitable splay for large vehicles to make the left turn, including the
removal or relocation of a tree, phone box and raised flower bed. The junction would
become considerably wider for pedestrians to cross and the existing pedestrian refuge
would need to be repositioned. It is therefore recommended that this option is not
pursued.
Conclusion
9. The only feature of the permanent scheme which is essential to ensure compliance with
the one way traffic order is the kerb build-out in Marine Parade at the junction with St
Anne’s Road.
Recommendation
10. It is recommended that when the decision is taken whether the experimental scheme
should be made permanent, the need for a permanent kerb build-out in Marine Parade on
the western side of the junction with St Anne’s Road is considered as part of that
decision.
11. It is recommended that the potential closure of the left slip road from Tower Parade to
Tower Hill is not pursued.
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Appendix A: Drawing showing current experimental traffic scheme.

